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What I’ll talk about 

• From child to screenager 

 

• Highlight how English World 
complements the child’s development 

 

• Talk through some of the special features 
of the course. 

 

 



  



  



  



At what age do children  
tend to… 

 

1. respond well to opposites and absolutes 
2. have an idea of the way language works  
3. think they know it all 
4. be fascinated by extremes and realistic detail 
5. want the familiar to be made strange and 

wonderful 
6. need concrete experiences and immediate goals 
7. think in more abstract ways 

6 16 



Children aged around 6+…  

• Tend to respond well to opposites and absolutes 

• Want to know how to feel about the world 

• Need stories to extrapolate meaning about the wider 
world. 

• Need concrete experiences and immediate goals 

• Often believe the world works in the same way they 
do 

Based on the ideas of Kieran Egan 



 







Children aged around 8+… 

• Are developing a sense of the world around them 

• Tend to be fascinated by extremes and realistic detail 
– want to explore the exotic 

• Want to use their imagination to its full capacity 

• The familiar should be made strange and wonderful 

• Still need stories, especially ones featuring heroes 
and heroines. 

 

 



 



 



 



Children aged around 11+… 

• Can think in more abstract ways  

• Are developing the ability to organise their 
learning and information 

• Are developing hypotheses about the way 
language works 

• Adolescence 

• Tend to think they know it all. 

 



 



 



Unit structure comparison 

Lower levels 

1. Poster 

2. Grammar 

3. Reading 

4. Phonics 

5. Listening 

6. Writing 

Higher levels 

1. Poster 

2. Reading + Reading comp 

3. Grammar 

4. Spelling + U of E 

5. Writing 

6. Listening 



Any teacher that can be 
replaced by a machine 

should be 
 

Arthur C Clarke 



EW 7: Moving from Primary to Secondary 

• A clear secondary 
approach 

• Focus on literacy 

• Dovetailing of material 

• Predictable structure  

 

• Study skills (transferable 
skills) 

• Critical thinking and 
personalisation strands 

• Learner autonomy 

• Student and Teacher digital 
components 



Key Features: Intro 

Check-in page (prep work): 

-Activates prior knowledge 

-Encourages brainstorming  

-Promotes learner autonomy 

-Prepares students for the unit 

theme and topic 

-Gets students excited 

-Introduces key objectives  



Reading 

 

-A variety of text types and 

genres: stories, leaflets, 

recipes, biographies, articles, 

ads, blogging, playscript, etc. 

-Meaty reading (with audio) 

-Closely linked to the writing 

task of the unit 



Key Features: Grammar 

Grammar spread: 

- In context 

-Transparent 

-Controlled and open-ended 

practice 

-Remember rules and examples 

-Level characters and international 

community at the heart of dialogues 

and listening activities 



Writing 

Writing spread: 

-Reading text in unit as model 

-A variety of writing tasks 

-Guided discovery of feature 

-3-stage approach to skill: 

-Model 

-Group task 

-Individual task (in WB) 

-Vocab support 

 



Exam Practice Book 

 



Digital components – 2 per level 

Workbook CD-ROM 
– Packaged inside Workbook  
– Complete Student’s Book audio for use at home 
– Interactive pronunciation chart 
– 12 pronunciation worksheets focusing on sounds, word stress, and rhythm and 

intonation 
– Interactive games to practise vocabulary, grammar and dictionary work 

 
Teacher’s Digibook  
– Digital Student’s Book, including zoomable activities, complete Student’s Book audio and 

full answer keys 
– Teacher training videos, showing a teacher using English World in a real classroom  
– Author videos highlighting key features of the course 
– Methodology videos providing full teacher support  



 



 



To summarise… 


